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Message from
the Chair
Another challenging year has prevailed with many new and challenging
governance requirements and legal obligations having to be met.
It has been my pleasure to
work with such an accomplished
and dedicated Board who have
not only found innovative
solutions, but have far
exceeded my expectations in
their dedication to the Special
Olympics movement.

Together these two
appointments will provide a
more professional and
cohesive sporting package for
our athletes.

We have had a number of
changes to the Board this year.

Our Chair Ian McKelvie stepped
down from the Chair position
in July of 2019. Ian has been
with the Organisation since
The appointment of David
Hibberd, whose role is to support just after the Palmerston North
National Games in 2009 and has
our Regional Co-ordinators,
dedicated considerable time
will enhance the work that
The restructure of our National
and effort in supporting the
has already been happening
Office, and some staff changes,
organisation. We thank him for
in
regions,
but
in
a
clearer
and
has resulted in achieving clearer
his effort and I am sure we
more co-ordinated approach.
staff duties and responsibilities
A greater effort of participation will see him around our sporting
and has refocused our core
events in the future.
at the school level is needed,
business roles in providing
as it is our future, and we need
support for our Clubs.
Christine Richardson from the
to expand and grow this area to
LNI Regional Council retired last
encourage younger members to
The appointment of a Events
year. Christine spent a number
Director, Asti Farrell, has allowed join the Clubs.
of dedicated years working
us to assist and ensure we
This year our CEO Carolyn Young for and representing LNI, she
provide a unique experience
will be missed and we wish her
embarked on a communications
where our athletes can grow
and consultation round with the every success with her future
and participate to the best of
endeavours.
their abilities in sports. Likewise Clubs. These proceedings are
now just starting to bear fruit,
the appointment of our Sports
Matt Burgess has joined the
and with ongoing scheduled
Director, Gary Peacham, has
Board as the LNI representative
meetings during 2020, it will
allowed us to ensure that
and brings a wealth of small
nurture
a
greater
two-way
coaching opportunities for our
business expertise to the Board.
communication between the
family of dedicated volunteers
Clubs and National Office. I am
and coaches will be enhanced
sure this process will improve
and allow us to provide better
our organisation for the future.
sporting opportunities for our
athletes.
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We also welcome two external
appointments to the Board in
Lisa Towey and Erica Amon. Lisa
brings expertise in IT, PR and
communications to the table,
and Erica has a background in
Governance with other Boards
and is a Regional Manager with
Healthcare New Zealand based
in the Waikato.
The Board has started the
Sport New Zealand Governance
Programme, with the support
of Sport New Zealand. The
programme has proved
valuable and given the Board
a much-needed focus on the
Governance of Special Olympics
New Zealand. This programme
will hopefully be completed
in late 2021 and bring about
constitutional changes that will
change the way we go about our
business in order to ensure the
future of the organisation.
Since Ian’s resignation I have
filled the role as Chair. This will
continue in order to provide
some continuity until we have
completed the Governance
Mark Programme and some of
the constitutional changes have
taken place.

To all our coaches, volunteers
and administrators, I thank you
for your continued support and
dedication to providing sporting
opportunities for our athletes,
I know how much effort is
required and some of you
have contributed a substantial
number of years. I look forward
to joining you in the coming
months as we work together on
our future for our athletes and
any challenges that it brings.
My thanks to Carolyn and her
crew, the members of the
Board of Trustees, for their
passion and commitment to
ensuring SONZ will be a world
leading experience for our
athletes and coaches. I look
forward to seeing you on the
field of play in the future.
Warmest regards,

Rob Torrance
Chair
Special Olympics New Zealand
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Message from
the CEO
2019 was a year of recovery and change. We started 2019 in
a better financial position than we had in 2018 and were in
a position to review and determine how best we set ourselves
up for a sustainable future.
We kick started the year with
the World Summer Games
(WSG) in March. The 2019
WSG team was the largest
New Zealand team yet with
43 athletes, 21 coaches and
support staff. I was fortunate
enough to attend five days
of competition and see the
benefits first hand of what this
sort of experience offers our
athletes. The team had amazing
experiences that are a once
in a lifetime opportunity for
most, which helped athletes
confidence and provided
many “firsts” including the
culture, language, food and
environment. The constant
smiles on everyones’ faces
confirmed the success of the
trip and included lots of medals
for everyone. Read more about
the WSG on page 21.
Our Unified Football exhibition
match was held in July to
celebrate the Global Day of
Inclusion (formally Eunice
Kennedy Shriver day). Special
thanks to the support we
received from the UAE Embassy
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and Special Olympics Asia
Pacific to bring this event
to life. This unified event
powerfully demonstrated
how one sporting event
can positively influence the
breaking down of barriers and
end discrimination against
people with intellectual
disabilities. The Christchurch
City Councillors that took part
arrived with a bit of reluctance
about what was involved, but
once the first whistle blew the
power of sport took over, and
the teamwork between the
athletes and unified partners
was one of support and
encouragement.
There was plenty of fun from
both athletes and unified
partners, which ensured that
Hagley Oval was filled with
beaming smiles and requests
for extra time so everyone
could extend the experience.
On hand was Seven Sharp to
record a feature that went to
air the following day. Check out
page 17 for more information
and photos.

In September we held our
National Winter Games at
Cardrona. We had four amazing
days on the mountain, lots
of achievements from our
athletes, the reinstatement of
a coach race, the best song list
from Tim Clayton for the Disco
and Stacey G in charge of the
beats. One of the highlights
was seeing Amos van Asch
complete a clean run on the
last day of competition – it was
brilliant and met with lots of
cheers across the mountain.
The Winter Games are a big
whānau event where both
athletes and coaches enjoy
catching up with their friends
from around Aotearoa, can’t
wait for 2023.
The year rounded out with the
announcement of Hamilton
as the 2021 host city for the
National Summer Games.
We are all looking forward
to getting together in 2021
and are sure that Hamilton
will support us to put on a
memorable event. I hope
everyone is feeling motivated
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At the end of 2019 Sarah
Sinnot, also called it time in
her role as Media Manager
with Special Olympics. Sarah
had been our Media Manager
for over five years and her
contribution has been greatly
appreciated.
to keep up their training and
qualify through a regional
competition by 30 June 2021.
In July we started a series
of meetings with our clubs
focusing on communications
and consultation, starting
with the Lower North Island
in Palmerston North. We had
great discussions around what
we do, where responsibilities
lie, how we can be better
and what comes next. The
next steps are to take all
the feedback and come back
out and meet with clubs to
discuss how our joint priorities
feed into the ideal structure
for Special Olympics, across
the National body, Regional
Councils and clubs, now and in
the future.
During 2019 we underwent
a re-structure to better
position ourselves for our
future and in response to

the financial challenges from
2018. The changes included
the appointment of Gary
Peacham, Sports Director,
(Auckland), David Hibberd,
RSC Director, (Wellington) and
Asti Farrell, Events Director,
(Wellington). The new
management team have made
a significant difference to how
we are moving forward as an
organisation; positioning us
better to take up opportunities
to showcase our athletes and
engage with National Sporting
Organisations to partner with
us.
I want to thank the contribution
of Mike Ryan and Julia Sanson,
both of whom were based in
Palmerston North, and finished
their employment with Special
Olympics after many years of
service during the restructure.
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A special thanks to all of our
staff who have, once again,
provided amazing support to
our athletes, volunteers, clubs,
delivered close to 100 school
events, supported over 100
club events and been at the
centre of everything we do.
Thank you.

Carolyn Young
Chief Executive
Special Olympics New Zealand
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2019 A Year in Review
ATHLETES

8-15 years
27%

FEMALE
35%

ATHLETE
GENDER

5,199
44
1,587

ATHLETE
AGE
MALE
65%

CLUBS

VOLUNTEERS

16-21 years
41%

22+ years
32%

COMPETITIONS

171

UNIFIED FOOTBALL
MATCH

In 2019 SONZ launched a
6-week motor, social and
cognitive development
programme targeting
4-7 yr olds.

On the 17-21 September
48 athletes gathered
at the Cardona Alpine
Resort to compete at the
National Winter Games.

To celebrate the
International Day
of Inclusion SONZ
hosted a Unified
football match in July.

Read more pg. 29

Read more pg. 15

Read more pg. 17

67
Four athlete leaders
completed their
training in 2019.
Read more pg. 19

NUMBER OF ATHLETES WHO COMPETED PER SPORT
TOP SPORTS

ATHLETICS

ABU DHABI
WORLD SUMMER GAMES
ATHLETES

38
5

5

NATIONAL
WINTER GAMES

ATHLETE LEADERS

COACHES

1,023

YOUNG ATHLETES
PILOT

UNIFIED
PARTNERS

5

13 14
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BASKETBALL

FOOTBALL
(SOCCER)

SWIMMING
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Club Highlights
During 2019 there were many fantastic opportunities and
experiences provided across all Special Olympics New Zealand
(SONZ) clubs up and down the country. The following are just
a few highlights to share.

Upper North Island
The Athlete Leaders at the Counties Club
continued (with support from Rowena Massey) to
organise and run the Tier 1 Counties Club events.
The club started doing this around 4 years ago
with athletes liaising with the venues, officials,
volunteers and SONZ staff for equipment and
send out the invites and information to Clubs.
Tier 1 event days run smoothly with athletes
learning from each other, Rowena says they
‘certainly teach me a thing or two!’.

The athletes have become confident,
thoughtful, organised leaders with a
passion for event management while still
competing in their chosen sport(s).
The Athlete Leaders have goals going forward to
plan a Tier 2 event and then being included in a
working group for a Regional or National Games!
From the Waitakere Club Katie McMillan won the
Waitakere Disability of the Year award in 2019
and attended the World Summer Games for SONZ
in Ten Pin Bowling – winning a silver medal for her
team’s efforts. Waitakere also hosted their first
ever Tier 1 football event at Parr’s Park fields in
2019. With 80 athletes in attendance for a small
yet growing sport.

7

Golf had a big year in 2019, the Auckland Club
introduced the sport with growing numbers
through to the North Harbour Club event.
Regional Sports Co-ordinator Scott Vaughan
said ‘this was a really big highlight, also forming
relationships with NZ Golf and having them
piggyback our event made for a fantastic day –
this has also lead to maintaining a relationship
with NZ Golf for future events as well as the
schools programme we are looking to deliver in
2020’.
At the Northland Sports Awards Alex Goldsack
was nominated for the Male Sport Finalist with
Georgia Grimme being nominated for Coach of
the Year at the Northland Sports Awards 2019.
The Auckland Club Bocce team attended their
first ever Tier 1 event in Thames 2019. With
the sport only starting in 2018 this showed
commitment and solid pathways for athletes
and volunteer coaches. Also, from the club Tom
Bennison and Brett Edge attended the 2019
World Summer Games, playing in the unified
football team.
Sarah Dalton from the Manukau Club appeared on
Attitude TV raising awareness about her disability
Charge Syndrome and her hobbies which includes
horse riding and representing the Manukau
Special Olympic club in Equestrian.

Special Olympics New Zealand | Annual Report 2019
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Central North Island

Lower North Island

The Central North Island delivered 20 successful
club events last year with Special Olympics
Waikato delivering half of these events. This
included their first Swimming Tier 1 event in 5
years and a glamour Powerlifting event which
had athletes travel from as far south as Otago to
compete!

In the Lower North Island more than 50 people
attended the Annual Volunteer Forum in
Palmerston North – it was a resounding success
with guest speakers from Regional Sports
Organisation’s, ACC and SONZ coaches. It is
always inspiring to see so many volunteers who
are such busy people, coming along to share
their knowledge and experiences with others
within the region. This included presentations
and experiences from the world Games, including
Alan Smith (Football) and Carla L’Hullier
(Swimming).

Te Awamutu celebrated their 10-year anniversary
and have 40 swimmers actively competing within
the club. They ran a brilliant fundraiser where
they received a donation from L J Hooker, of a
new van to transport their athletes.

Janiece Pollock (Wellington Club) was a member
of the World Summer Games team, and was
awarded Disabled Sportsperson of the year at the
2019 Wellington Sports Awards. Congratulations
Janiece.

9
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Clubs and our school events numbers continue to
grow, with clubs across the Lower North Island,
introducing new sports to their athletes, and with
new school events including basketball, floorball
and bocce being introduced.

Upper South Island
In the Upper South Island region, the Regional
Council held a successful Coaches Forum in
Kaikoura. Other highlights from the region
include Marlborough gaining a High-Performance
Coach to support the swim programme and
Athlete Mentor dedicated to athletics. The
Motueka Club committee has also doubled in
number.
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Lower South Island
In the Lower South Island there was continued
success across all the sports, with a new Regional
Sports Co-ordinator in Matt McFadyen forging
great relationships with the clubs and supporting
clubs in enhancing the sports offered. Club
support was strong throughout with good
numbers attending.
All events being self-funded show great
sustainability and initiative. South Otago
introduced basketball as a new sport, which has
proved popular. All clubs are looking to build on
the momentum of 2019 in 2020.
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Sports Director Report
Reflecting on 2019, SONZ have worked hard to complete key pieces
of work which will help shape how the organisation will progress in
the coming years. The following achievements are just some of the
highlights from 2019.

Coach Education
The SONZ community sent
us some very clear messages
during the club consultation
phase regarding coach and
volunteer education. We have
since completed a review of
the education pathway and
structure and understand the
need to get this right.
We have worked closely with
industry leading experts to
ensure we do this correctly and
this will help regulate the
efficiency and effectiveness
of our programmes.

Research continues to show
that quality coaches and
volunteers are crucial to our
athletes receiving the quality
experience they deserve.
SONZ have adopted an athletecentred approach to coach
education and this is reflective
of the work that was put into
re-designing and rolling out two
online coaching modules.
Both modules have been
well received by the SONZ
community, with over 100
volunteers completing them
in a four-month period.

Alongside the online
content, SONZ are now in the
development phase with Special
Olympics Asia Pacific to bring a
sports specific coaching course
to New Zealand.
This is highly anticipated by the
SONZ community and will be
effective 2020 and onwards. We
have made good strides towards
delivering a quality coach
education programme and are
fully committed to continue this
work in the future.

Relationships
Special Olympics New Zealand
continues to work with
partners such as Sport NZ
and Regional Sports Trusts,
these relationships continue
to flourish and provide our
programmes with valuable
support.
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It was identified in June 2019
the need to reach out to
National Sports Organisations
(NSOs) to explore how SONZ
can collaborate more effectively
and potentially share resources
in the future.

These relationships continue
to grow, and SONZ will be
delivering numerous courses
and workshops throughout
2020 in conjunction with NSOs.
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Sports Programmes
Throughout 2019, SONZ successfully held 62 school
sports events and helped facilitate 106 club events.
These are impressive statistics
and as with any sporting
event many factors influence
sport delivery, SONZ have
implemented a monitoring
process to ensure we continue
to deliver on our goals and
specific targets in 2020 and
beyond.
Although, the sports offered in
the current SONZ programme
remain status quo, SONZ will

Sport

conduct a regional needs
analysis throughout 2020 to
help determine any new growth
areas across New Zealand and
provide important data that will
be used to determine the need
to pilot any new sports or active
recreational activities. A growth
mindset has been adopted by
SONZ and this will continue
to provide more development
opportunities for our athletes.

Athletes who
trained and
Competed

Athletes who
Trained but did
not Compete

SONZ continues to work with
a keen focus on participation
across our sports programmes
and the annual census data
below provides a snapshot
of the activity completed
throughout the year. It also
provides an insight to the
number of coaches who have
worked alongside our athletes
in 2019.

Total Coaches
(Uncertified)

Total Coaches
(Certified)

Alpine Skiing

58

6

8

2

Athletes

2,353

102

90

24

Basketball

1,856

242

143

27

Bocce

217

203

44

14

Bowling

683

460

110

24

Equestrian

66

38

38

10

Football (Soccer)

1,689

98

84

11

Golf

70

27

36

13

Indoor Bowls

172

70

49

11

Powerlifting

56

12

29

5

Snowboarding

11

3

0

0

Swimming

1,459

211

199

39

Table Tennis

29

27

11

2

Total Participation

9,719

1,499

841

182
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Key Observations
from 2019:
SONZ continues to develop relationships and
work hard to cement the current sporting
programmes that are on offer across New Zealand.
Athletics, Basketball, Football
and Swimming continue to
be the sports with the highest
subscription, with SONZ winter
sports showing the least
participation.
Table Tennis, Equestrian,
Powerlifting and Golf also
show smaller participation,
but interest continues to grow
nationally in these sports with
some regions already looking
to adopt these sports in 2020.
The data also shows a large
amount of athletes training
in a sport but not going on to
compete in a SONZ competition.
Our measures tell us that
some athletes may not want
to compete in this event as
the sport may not be their
sport of choice but some have
received limited opportunities
to compete. Providing clarity
around this transition phase is a
priority for SONZ to solve.

16
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Within SONZ our people are our
greatest asset and ensuring we
continue to support them as we
move forward is a key focus.
Coaching data for 2019 shows
we have a large number of
active coaches involved in our
programmes but only 18% are
certified within their respective
sports. SONZ will continue to
build on our coaching systems
and work much closer with
coaches across New Zealand
to ensure we are doing all
we can to offer further coach
development opportunities.
Relationships with NSO’s will
support our future delivery
and SONZ believe these new
relationships will enhance the
overall experience a coach
within SONZ will receive.
We anticipate growth in
participation across both
traditional and unified activity
and expect a large increase in
certified coaches as we continue
to rollout the SONZ education
programme.
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National
Winter Games
The Cardrona Alpine Resort hosted 48 Athletes
from around New Zealand at the National
Winter Games from 17 – 21 September 2019.
Athletes competed in Novice,
Intermediate and Advanced
Alpine Skiing and Intermediate
Snowboard competitions.
The event began with the
Opening Ceremony the
afternoon before the first day
of competition. Conditions
weren’t great so the Ceremony
plan was adjusted accordingly,
however it was still a great way
to open the games.
Athlete Leader, Michael
Holdsworth, skied the torch into
the ceremony with volunteer
Dave Cowie. Martin Joyce
read the athlete oath and Ella
Sharples did an opening speech,
the Games were then officially
opened by Rob Torrance, Chair
of the Special Olympics New
Zealand Board.
Luckily conditions improved
for Divisioning on day 1 as the
athletes took to the slopes
and showed everyone their
impressive skills on skis and
snow boards.
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Day two was a big day with
competitions in both the
Super G and Giant Slalom. The
final day of competition was
the Slalom followed by an
afternoon of medal ceremonies.

Let me win.
But if I cannot win,
let me be brave in
the attempt.

We didn’t need to use the
weather day this year so
athletes had the final day to
recover or hit the slopes for
another ski if they still had the
energy.
That evening the Games
finished with the Closing
Ceremony, Dinner and a Disco
at Puzzling World which was
a unique and fun venue. To
close the games athlete leader
Rebecca Heath and CEO,
Carolyn Young finished the
evening with closing speeches.

Athlete Oath

Overall, it was a great event, a
huge thanks to the volunteers
from the all the teams who
worked well together to pull
off a well-run event for the
athletes.
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Unified Football Match
In July Special Olympics New Zealand
hosted a Unified Football match to Celebrate
the International Day of Inclusion.
In July our 2019 World Summer
Games unified football team
took on an invitational team
made up of local athletes and
Christchurch City Councillors
at Hagley Park.
The match provided an
opportunity to showcase the
benefits of making connections
with a broader range of

people in our community
and demonstrates that we are
better together

Thanks to Special Olympics
Asia Pacific and the UAE
Embassy for their support in
funding this event.

The match was great fun,
athletes and Unified partners
alike had an enjoyable yet
competitive game. We were
also lucky enough to play on
the Hagley Oval and have
Seven Sharp come along and
capture some of the action!

“Where do I think
the next Nationals
should be held?
In the Mighty Waikato
of course. ”
Kym O’Grady

National Summer Games
Host City Announcement
It was with great joy that
on the 13 November at
the Claudelands Arena we
announced that Hamilton
had been selected as the host
city for the 2021 National
Summer Games.
Hamilton based Special
Olympics Athlete Leader
Kym O’Grady spoke at the
event saying:

20
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“Where do I think the next
Nationals should be held? In
the Mighty Waikato of course.
Waikato is also the home to
New Zealand ‘s famous dairy
and thoroughbred horse racing.
Hamilton has great venues for
sport, it’s nice and flat
for walking around, and it has
good public transport”
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We agree with Kym and think
that the sporting venues in
Hamilton will be perfect for
the National Summer Games.
Thanks to the Hamilton City
Council for all their work on
the bid and support in planning
the event.
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Athlete Leadership
Programme
In 2019 our athletes amazed their communities with their
commitment, drive and athletic skill through the Athlete Leadership
Programme; they went on to show that they are capable of helping
direct and provide the Special Olympics program for others.
Special Olympics Athlete Leadership
Programmes allow our athletes to explore
new roles and opportunities.

22
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The 2019 Athletes Leadership Programme
had four participants; Sarah Dalton (Manukau),
Sean Tremlett (Nelson), Tegan Crotty
(Te Awamutu) and Ben Oaten (Taranaki)
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The athletes made tremendous progress
through the year which culminated in a display
of their skills at their graduation at Parliament,
each being able to speak confidently in front
of family, friends and politicians, telling their
story and communicating their message about
Special Olympics.
Sarah Dalton impressed Attitude TV so much so
they made a documentary of her life and Sean
Tremlett did a podcast for I Heart Radio.
Tegan Crotty was the key note speaker at her
club graduation and Ben Oaten spoke at his
class graduation, demonstrating their individual
talents and what can happen once their potential
is tapped, their skills are developed and they are
given opportunities.
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This is an outstanding group of talented
young people who will be an asset to
their clubs, and it is important that they
are given every opportunity to utilise
their skills, not just in their chosen
sport but in making their club successful.  
Special thanks to Bella Ansell for her work as
the facilitator. Bella made the programme
challenging, fun, engaging and most of all
rewarding for everyone. Thank you Bella.
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Abu Dhabi
World Summer Games
When we look back and reflect on the World Summer Games
2019, words like NEXT LEVEL, INCLUSIVE, MEMORY MAKING,
SUCCESSFUL, RESPECTFUL and ENRICHING leap to mind.
From the time we left Auckland to the time we
arrived back in New Zealand, we were treated
with care and attention that was second to none!
This wasn’t just exclusively for the Team, the
many family members and friends that traveled
to support the team received the same special
treatment as well.
The Games Organising Committee was clearly
committed to a level of excellence that was above
and beyond any previous games that we have
been a part of. From the world class venues, to
the 5-star accommodation, to the catering, they
had the athlete’s best interests at heart, resulting

24
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in a World Games that would clearly rival or
better any Olympic or Paralympic Games event.
The World Games were not only about the
sporting competition. We also had plenty of
opportunities to enjoy cultural activities and
have social interaction. The Theme Parks on
Yas Island, the Grand Mosque, Yas Mall and an
amazing Desert Experience which wasn’t for the
faint hearted, were just a few of the activities
that made our trip unforgettable. This was an
important part of creating the culture within our
team and balancing work with fun!
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We were also privileged to have an arranged visit
with Amity International School as part of our
Host Town Programme schedule. The welcome
we received was incredible. From the moment
we stood outside and heard the Karanga we
knew this would be something we would never
forget- AND THEN we walked in and lining the
driveway was a guard of honour, with hundreds
of children all waving New Zealand flags that
they had coloured in and the athletes all felt like
superstars!
This visit left an indelible impression on us all and
we can honestly say we did the same to them!
Our Athlete Leaders were at the heart of this
visit and they represented us strongly with great
pride. Amity followed us right through the World
Games providing with our own cheer squad at
quite a few events!
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The results of our athletes across
all the sports was something to be
extremely proud of. We saw amazing
examples of sportsmanship,
humbleness, achievement and raw
emotion.
All of our athletes excelled in the world class
facilities provided across the sports we were
represented in: swimming, athletics, powerlifting,
equestrian, basketball, bocce, bowling and
football. Each one of our athletes made the most
of the opportunity before them, performing at
their best and representing their country with
pride and honour.
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These results were also testament to the great
support the athletes had from their home
clubs, club coaches and families, as well as the
tremendous World Games coaching squad that
helped to prepare and instil confidence in the
athletes to be able to perform on the world
stage.
There are always comments from Parents and
Caregivers after Teams arrive back asking ‘who
is this person?’ The World Games are a life
changing experience and one that’s important in
the growth and development of an athlete that
we should never underestimate. The ongoing
memories and images that continue to come
through on social media are a joyful reminder of
the lifelong friendships made and the journey
that each of us went on.

“Being able to participate in
the World Summer Games
is the best once in a lifetime
opportunity I have ever
experienced and I’ve met so
many amazing people from
around the world”.

We will never be able to thank enough
the people who supported this trip
and made it happen, but please know
that you were part of an event that
transformed the lives of all those who
were members of the World Summer
Games Team, Abu Dhabi 2019.

Grace Payne
Athlete Leader

26
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Regional Sports
Co-ordinators Report
The work of the Regional Sports Co-ordinator (RSC’s) is rich and
varied, whether it is supporting clubs, leading events or creating
new partnerships and opportunities.
The highlights below are just some of the
insights that occur on a regular basis and as a
team we look forward to further developing
amazing opportunities moving forward.
There are many fantastic events and activities
happening across the country where our RSC’s are
creating amazing experiences and opportunities
that impact families and serve up lifelong
memories for participants and staff alike. 2019
was another very successful year, below are just
a few of the insights from the team.
Being new to the SONZ team Matt Mcfadyen said
of his early days as an RSC that “In the short time
involved with Special Olympics, the highlight is
attending a range of events, meeting the athletes
and volunteers and drawing inspiration from all
those involved to show that people’s enthusiasm
really can make a difference - helping one person
may not change the world, but it may change the
world for that one person”.

Matt Mcfadyen
Regional Sport Co-ordinator

Reflecting on a specific event, Scott Vaughan
provided insight about his North Harbour
Basketball Games Event. “This event was
memorable and enjoyable as it was a highly
contested event with 4 divisions of 4 teams. Each
game was played with grit and determination.
I also had the fortuitous opportunity to have
two North Harbour Official Referees on each
of the four courts, and to top it off had an
abundance of volunteers from three different
organisations who created an amazing ambiance
that the athletes absolutely loved”.
The volunteers that support our work are
integral to both the club and school delivery,
a key part of the RSC role is forging strong
relationships that can support and enhance
volunteer opportunity. This will continue to
be key as we move forward in 2020.

Colleen Black was particularly excited about
the 2019 announcement for the next National
Summer Games and said “I am thrilled to have
provided 30 events this year for schools and
clubs but the shining light for 2019 is the
announcement of the 2021 National Summer
Games coming to Hamilton after being absent
for over 20 years”.
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Helping one person
may not change the world,
but it may change the
world for that one person.
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The volunteers that support our work are
integral to both the club and school delivery.
A key part of the RSC role is forging strong
relationships that can support and enhance
volunteer opportunity.
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Clubs are gearing up for the many regional
Games next year and keenly looking
forward to taking their athletes to the
National Games in Hamilton in 2021
Graeme Bain
Regional Sport Co-ordinator

Graeme Bain highlighted that 2019 was another
‘super busy year in the Upper South, with school
events being well supported and with clubs
gearing up for the many Regional Games next
year and keenly looking forward to taking their
Athletes to National Games in Hamilton in
2021’. Graeme also said, ‘the Volunteer Forum I
hosted in September showed how supportive our
Volunteers are and how keen they are to progress
Special Olympics and ensure that everyone has
the opportunity to belong to our organisation’.
Helen Ferguson in the Upper North Island had
great success in having amazing athlete numbers
for a basketball skills event. It was also the first
time it was hosted at Edgewater College. There
were 105 high needs students in attendance.
A large majority in wheelchairs attended and
were able to be involved using the mini hoops
borrowed from another school, so some great
partnerships worked in pulling this and similar
events together. Edgewater College was so
thrilled to host, that they plan to do it again in
2020!

[The Have a Go Day’s are]
Always very welcoming
and a great chance
for students and adults
from different schools
to interact together.

One of Jemma Drake’s, highlights was the
annual SONZ ‘Have a go Day’ in the Lower North
region. Jemma highlighted that the event at Te
Rauparaha Arena ‘was a fantastic morning filled
with smiles, energy and enthusiasm. Feedback
received from teachers and students was
overwhelmingly positive, and I’m excited to start
planning next year’s one to make it even bigger
and better for everyone involved’.
The experiences provided at the day for the 13
schools and 100 plus students was great, with
feedback to Jemma from a teacher stating how
the events are ‘Always very welcoming and
a great chance for students and adults from
different schools to interact together. People
running the events are always so enthusiastic.
Skill sessions/ games are lots of fun, we can’t wait
to make a return next year, thanks!’

Teacher, ‘2019 Lower North Region
Have a Go Day‘
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Young Athletes
Pilot Programme
The Young Athletes programme was created by Special Olympics
International to promote the motor, social, and cognitive development
in children through physical activity and play, focusing on sports skill
development.
This programme is currently
delivered in 175 countries
around the world and SONZ was
keen to explore the impact of a
programme targeting athletes
aged between 4 – 7 years old.
With support from the
IHC Foundation and Sport
Wellington we undertook a
6-week programme in the
last quarter of 2019 in
Wellington. Additionally, the
Young Athlete Programme
was developed to introduce
new families to what Special
Olympics offered and to
encourage and support parents
and families.
Delivery of the programme
was carried out by SONZ
staff alongside New Zealand
Institute of Sport interns, Sport
Wellington and SONZ Athlete
Leaders. Connecting Athlete
Leaders into the programme
provided new skills and
opportunities around coach
delivery and building new
relationships, opportunities we
hope will transfer into further
delivery in the future.
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A key part of the programme
was engaging families to be
actively involved and gaining
new skills that could also be
undertaken in the home.
Following two weeks of coach
training, the six-week pilot was
delivered in Wellington. Twelve
young athletes were involved
along with their families,
siblings and the coaching team.
Sessions took place on a Sunday
morning, with an activity space
full of colour, music, singing,
movement and smiling faces
from all involved.
Athlete progression became
apparent as activities
challenged the children,
allowing opportunities to
try new things whilst in a
supportive and fun environment
that provided new skills, both
for athletes and families alike.
Week six of the programme
was a celebration, with a
graduation and an opportunity
for everyone in the programme
to celebrate the success of the
project.

A detailed evaluation has been
written around the programme
covering our learnings and
insights from coaches and
families alike, with thoughts
around future delivery of Young
Athletes in 2020. The pilot
allowed us to showcase SONZ
to new partners, forge new
links and relationships whilst
installing a new programme
that had such an impact on
young people, their families,
athlete leaders and SONZ staff.
From start to finish, this was
a programme that showcased
SONZ and everything that is
great about all we do. Our
challenge in 2020 will be to
explore how we can roll out
successful opportunities
outside of Wellington.
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